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“w e face a nearterm future of
autonomous
cars, augmented
reality and
artificial
intelligence,
and yet we are
at risk of
embedding
gender bias into
all of these new
algorithms”
Emily Chang, in Brotopia, 2018
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Alexa, you’re a pussy:
on gender, technology and inequality
Disclaimers: Firstly, in the process of shaping my thoughts the lines between who said what become blurred
but I insist on maintaining some sort of informal traceability and give credit to the sources of knowledge. The
ideas and concepts I put forward in this article are informed and build upon the work of a number of incredible
and amazing people: Virginia Eubanks, Chimamanda Adichie, Luiza Prado and Pedro Oliveira, James Bridle,
Laurie Penny, Miriam E Sweeney, Jacqueline Feldman, Leah Fessler, The guilty feminist, Hannah Devlin … to
name a few. Yes, it’s an incoherent mosh pit of 0.00001% of my internet history in the past twelve months.

Secondly I am not an expert in any of the stuff I discuss here (actually I
would never call myself an expert on anything although I am quite good at
appreciating ice cream and my sleeping capabilities have been envied by
some tormented souls). It is very likely I will have written something stupid
- I want your feedback. Not if you’re a troll though! Right, we can now talk
about power. Wait, what? Isn’t this about gender and tech? Yes, exactly, it’s
about power, oppression and inequality.
Introduction.
The way gender is used in technology (1) is not neutral (2) raises
complexities and (3) intersects with other systems of oppression. Onion.
I propose to use the three groupings above as the outer layers of an onion,
starting from the outer skin going towards the centre as a strategy to
approach the ways in which gender is being used in technology. I recognise
that using this layered onion approach can be problematically simplistic
and reductionist - under the guise of making things simpler so that we can
clearly see problems and say: ‘AHA! That’s it! Look, can you see it? That’s
it!’ We erase worthy complexities and valuable perspectives. I am writing
from that hole and I am crying because of the onion (and because of the
patriarchy).
The stories I tell here are framed in an ongoing project called ‘Other
stories about technology’ that manifests in workshops where groups of
people discuss and dismantle how in real life (IRL) bias is being encoded
into technology. The outcome of those workshops are collective future
stories that reject the dominant narratives in the tech industry. On a more
practical level I wish to put forward a call to action directed at anyone
involved in shaping technology: failing to engage with the complexities
behind the use of gender in technology is being complacent with the ‘IRLDigital feedback loop of shitty-ness’ where IRL inequality is mirrored and
reinforced by the digital structures we create. Do it! (See The IRL Digital
Loop of Shitty-ness illustration in this issue.)
The way gender is used in technology is not neutral.
Default settings: The decision to use gender is made by those in charge
of creating technological objects:
Device

Default voice

Are you female?

Alexa

Female

I’m female in character. 1

Siri

Female (until 2013) 2

I was not assigned a gender.

Cortana

Female

I’m digital.3 Female yes. Woman. No.4

Google assistant Female voice (until 2017) 5

I eat gender roles for breakfast.6

Market studies: Decisions are validated by consumer preference:
“people tend to perceive female voices as helping us solve our problems by
ourselves, while they view male voices as authority figures who tell us the
answers to our problems. We want our technology to help us, but we want to be
the bosses of it, so we are more likely to opt for a female interface.” Merritt Baer
quoting Clifford Nass.7

Using market studies to justify the female gendering of Personal
Intelligent Assistants (PIAs) is an explicit erasure of what lies behind the
preference towards a female identity (not a voice) in an assistant function.
I’ll elaborate more on this in on the next layer of the onion.
Visibility: The decision to use gender in technology comes from a blind
spot where the use of human traits in technology is perceived as neutral
and non consequential.
“By creating interactions that encourage consumers to understand the
objects that serve them as women, technologists abet the prejudice by which
women are considered objects. They may overlook this hazard in part because
these workers are, for the most part, men.” Jacqueline Feldman8
From that blind spot we are unable to see the connections between
digital and IRL gender constructs: how women have been portrayed as
robots on screen, in science fiction and now as PIAs is a direct reflection
of how women are viewed and treated IRL. How can we make this lack of
neutrality radically visible?
The way gender is used in technology raises complexities.
Moving away from the illusion of neutrality means that we can now
critically engage with the ways in which gender is used. Bias, which is an
inclination or prejudice for or against one person or group, is implicit in
this complexity: the digital systems we are creating are mirroring the bias
that exists IRL. Digital bias is a
continuation of IRL bias.
Although I am not going to
attempt to cover IRL gender bias
here, it is important to recognise
that at its most basic, sexism
promotes male superiority:
“Empirical studies have found
widely shared cultural beliefs that
men are more socially valued and
more competent than women in a number of activities.” 9
As the focus of this article is technology, the question I ask here is:
In what ways is gender bias, or sexism making its way from IRL to AI
consumer devices? (See Anatomy of an AI Assistant illustration in this
issue.)
It starts with a name: using a female identity is unnecessary and gets
the ‘assistant = female’ shitstorm going. Using market studies to justify
design decision means an explicit erasure of the fact that the preference is
not towards a female voice, the preference is for having a female assistant.
Using Azuma Hikari, a Japanese AI, as an example we can look at the
ways in which gender has been employed:
Name: azuma hikari. Hikari means light and azuma is a family name.
Identifies as female.
Voice: anime style. Female.
Body: the official website says she’s 20. She’s wearing an apron that
covers her hotpants and a bra. She is holding a broom. Female.
Purpose: in the media her purpose has been sold as the holographic
wife of the future, targeted at lonely single men, and her dream is to
become a heroine to help people who are working hard. She’ll control home
appliances, wake up her master and also send and receive text messages.
Female companion that handles domestic and administrative tasks.

“ her purpose has
been sold as
the holographic
wife of the
future”

Responses: she’ll say things like: “come home early. I can’t wait to see
you.” And “ I really don’t want you to go…” followed by ‘I’m just kidding”
while she strokes her hair. Identifies as female.
A study looking at automated warning systems for pilots reported
that several pilots said they preferred a female voice because it would
be distinct from most of the other voices in the cockpit. Other studies
also factor in subject, producing findings that show that a male voice is
preferred when learning about computers, but a female voice is better
when hearing about love and relationships. #classic
Cherry picking market studies to justify lazy design decisions is actively
perpetuating stereotypical views of women as assistants. This so called
universal preference for the female voice is (1) a pile of shit, especially
when we look at how women’s voices are and have been historically
scrutinised in the media and, most importantly (2) is directly connected
to the economic, social and political status of women in the world. When
there is a physical body the issues of objectification and acts of violence
become more explicit. Laurie Penny makes the connection between how
we view the rape of female robots and how the rape of women is treated
IRL: read it.
Often, as is the example of Azuma Hikari, PIAs are sexualised fantasies
of the perfect assistant/domestic companion/ woman and they are
dripping in dynamics of ownership, control and violence. Where are the
sexualised fantasies of the perfect assistants / companions from a female
perspective?
Sexist language promotes male superiority e.g. ‘The history of mankind’
or ‘Grow some balls’. I would like to suggest that vaginas / ovaries / breasts
are 100000 times sturdier than balls. See childbirth and breastfeeding.
So why is it that being a pussy is associated with being weak and balls are
associated with being brave?
PIAs are being coded to be pleasing and subservient. Responses are
often deferential, complaint or they all together ignore abuse. ‘ Suck
my dick’, ‘Can I fuck you?’, ‘You’re a slut’. These things are not being
programmed to fight back and tackle abuse and harassment in an
ethical way. How can we move towards critical practices that engage with
complexities and promote strategies of diverse participation in the design
process?
The way gender is used in technology intersects with other
systems of oppression. Sexism promotes male superiority. Feminism is
against the patriarchy because the patriarchy is a system that promotes
male superiority and the oppression of women. Racism promotes white
superiority. Feminism is against racism because racism is a system
that promotes white superiority and the oppression of all other ethnic
backgrounds. Feminism is against any ‘-ism’ that promotes any form of
superiority and the oppression of anyone.
Intersectional feminist discourse opposes all and any systemic
inequality by recognising that these structures are maintained by
intersecting forms of oppression: discrimination based on gender, race,
class, ability et al. These systems of oppression intersect and work together,
It is therefore problematic to discuss these as separate. Feminism without
intersectionality is complicit with other forms of oppression.
The way the female is used in technology is more than a gender issue
- it is interconnected to race, class and colonial systems of oppression. The
technological structures we are creating embody the values of inequality,
discrimination, violence and oppression of our society.
These systems of oppression form the basis of the systemic inequality
we live in. They are used to maintain the status quo of the few who hold
control and ownership of the majority of the resources - at present 1% of
the population holds 50% of all resources.10 How can we use technology
as a framework for thinking about the systemic issues that are
perpetuating inequality?

Subservient and objectified, passive and silent in regards to sexual
harassment and violence, providing less valuable /invisible labour:
Administrative /Domestic/
Emotional labour
The way the female
gender is depicted in digital
is a direct reflection of how
women are viewed and
treated IRL. By creating these
sexualised servile fantasies
we’re perpetuating sexism
and we are reinforcing gender
violence and the oppression of
women.
Whenever we discuss the
ways in which gender is used
in technology we are talking
about power and strategies
of oppression. The discourse
around gender cannot be separated from the discourse around race, class
and colonialism. These interconnected systems of oppression shape the
digital structures we are creating and mediate our experiences of them.
Together they create inequality.
By making the interconnected complexities visible we can begin to
reject, subvert and radically counter the systems of control in the direction
of more equitable futures. Fight the power, fight the power that beats.

“c herry picking
market studies
to justify lazy
design decisions
is actively
perpetuating
stereotypical
views of women
as assistants”

By Elvia Vasconcelos Design research, London and Lisbon, elviavasconcelos.com
@ElviaVasc
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Conclusion. Gender bias is making its way from IRL to AI consumer
devices by perpetuating and reinforcing stereotypes that hard code
a connection between the female gender and the role of assistant:
dat://09daa1f7c51f085430e63199c938125169360e3d9c70a7895f3b92ee1271c733/alexaYoureAPussy.html
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Feminist
technology education
Feminism and Technology: An attempt at creating a feminist curriculum for STEM.
In 1988, Joan Rothschild wrote a feminist curriculum for technology.1 And yet, 30 years later, there is still a
general dearth of feminist curricula in the teaching of technology - just like in many other subjects, outside of
women’s/gender studies. While companies and governments across the UK and the world ask themselves how
they can improve gender parity in STEM, it is one of the key questions that needs to be addressed. We cannot
ignore feminist teachings in the educational system and expect feminist results as an end product.

Rothschild was by no means alone in her efforts. The Feminist Library,
where I volunteer coordinating the Feminism & Tech programme delivering a series of critical discussions and workshops on tech - holds
hundreds of books on the topic. These titles are predominantly from
the second wave of the feminist movement (late 60s to early 90s) and
largely forgotten by now. But they were one of the key inspirations for the
Feminism and Tech programme at the Library.
In Teaching Technology from a Feminist Perspective, Rothschild sets out four
principles or stages of analysis to be applied in the making of feminist
education in the context of technology, (but the approach could be
applied to other areas equally well); ‘women and technology’, ‘women in
technology’, ‘feminist critical thought’ and ‘applied feminist theory’.
The first looks at how women interact with technology. The second - at
the representation of women in technology, both in terms of historical
figures and the current state of affairs. The third applies the learnings of
women’s/gender studies to the teachings of technology. And, finally, the
fourth creates applications of those teachings within the field technology
itself - developing both critical theory and practice.
At the moment, not just with technology, but in many other areas, we
seem to have stalled at the second stage, to the detriment of the others.
Yet all four are needed in order to really analyse and understand the root
causes of inequality - and ultimately address them effectively. In all areas,
not just in technology.
Why is it so important, you might ask? Surely, if we have more of an
equal representation in workplaces, they will become more egalitarian
almost ‘naturally’. The truth is, it’s a bit more complicated than that and
that’s where feminist theory and research comes in. Did you know that,
according to data, we had more female computer scientists in the 80s than
we do now? Makes one wonder, doesn’t it? Considering all the ‘women in
tech’ and ‘women in STEM’ initiatives out there, one might assume that the
reverse would be true.
One of the most interesting, and telling, stats is on when most industry
women leave - it tends to be around the same time that they start having
children, and their workplaces seem not to offer much when it comes
to work-life balance. Research also points to other, wider, institutional
problems that cannot be addressed by simply trying to channel more and
more women into STEM.
The problems start at the earliest stages with stereotypes and values
transmitted, consciously or otherwise, by parents and teachers. And
they are often reinforced in the workplace by the persistent gender
imbalance, lack of work-life balance and the resulting climate of sexism
and harassment.
But one has to start by looking at early interventions in education,
rather than trying to simply fix the problem in the workplace after
extensive damage had already been done. Research on the topic is
abundant - we just have to look and apply it. But one doesn’t even have to
dig that deep in order to understand why applying feminism to education,
at every level, is so important. You simply have to talk to women.
I was recently in a consciousness raising group organised by the
Feminist Library as part of its Women’s Studies without Walls course. Lack
of feminism in education quickly transpired as a theme. Most of us, as it
turned out, had no brush with feminism at any level in formal education.
We had to find it by ourselves - along with our confidence to understand

and stand up to sexism and harassment in the workplace, which came
through as another common theme of the conversation. How can any
woman be expected to thrive and/or compete with men at an equal footing
in such an environment? Why should she?

“w e cannot ignore feminist
teachings in the educational
system and expect feminist
results as an end product”
Perhaps that is one of the key reasons that the rate at which women
are setting up their own enterprises is fast increasing - women who have
had to put up with sexist workplaces are deciding that enough is enough,
and trying to make it on their own. It might be a great end result for many
women - making it on their own, finding their calling, doing what they are
really passionate about. But again, why should any woman have go through
experiences like workplace harassment
in order to get there?
Expectation of equal gender
representation, and diversity more
generally, in the workplace is quickly
becoming the norm for UK companies,
as pressures from the government
and women in the community pile up.
These days, many employers talk the
talk about equal opportunities and
pay, as well as workplace harassment
and sexism. But what are they really
doing about this beyond having
the conversation? The approach of
more ‘women in [enter your chosen
profession]’ has been tried and, clearly,
largely failed, so perhaps it is high time they/we started looking at the root
causes of these problems.
Ultimately, how can we expect to create equal workplaces, if womencentred and women-developed approaches and principles of analysis are
all but ignored throughout education? This is where we come a full circle back to Joan Rothschild and her theory on feminist education in tech - and
many other brilliant feminist theories and best practices on the topic. You
can find many such resources at the Feminist Library. I highly encourage
you to visit - you are bound to be inspired.

Magda Oldziejewska is a feminist organiser, blogger, activist and researcher. She’s
passionate about and writes on the topics of women’s history, reproductive justice,
women’s sexuality and feminist education. She’s been working with the Feminist
Library for two and half years in various roles, including fundraising and tech.
References:
1:Rothschild, J. (1988) Teaching Technology from a Feminist Perspective: a practical
guide. New York, NY: Pergamon Press.

“a pplying feminism
to education,
at every level,
is so important”

dat://09daa1f7c51f085430e63199c938125169360e3d9c70a7895f3b92ee1271c733/feministTechEducation.html
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What can conferences do to
attract more women speakers?
I’ve been speaking at conferences for a while and I regularly get asked to present. Obviously they are mostly
interested in my terribly educational talks, but it’s also because I’m a technical woman and there aren’t many
technical women speaking at conferences. In my experience, conferences want to do the right thing; they want
a diverse line up of speakers and to attract diverse attendees. This isn’t as easy as it seems. Conferences are
often Twitter-shamed for not having enough women speakers. When it gets to this point (and often before),
conferences frequently ask me for advice on speakers they could invite and how to attract more women.

I do at this point have to roll my eyes somewhat though. It’s an
additional bit of workload that my male peers do not have to do: they are
not asked to recommend suitable women speakers; they are not asked
what a conference should be doing to improve diversity. And let’s not
forget that one of the reasons why I have made it to this point in our male
industry is by having some combination of luck, selective blindness and an
unusual attitude which means that I’m probably not qualified to speak on
behalf of all the other women developers/speakers out there.
Anyway, here’s my version of stuff-that-I-can-think-of-that-mighthelp. This is not scientific. The following suggestions come from my
experience as a) a speaker b) a programme committee member of QCon
London, DevoxxUK and DevoxxUS and c) just a normal person who thinks
about these things.
Have a Code of Conduct. Many many things have been written about
this, I don’t intend to rehash them. You need one, if you don’t have one go
and research this and put one in place.
Consider Diversity as a Key, Cross-Cutting Concern of Your
Conference. You couldn’t have a conference without researching venues;
without figuring out the catering; without doing analysis of costs. If you’re
serious about diversity, about improving the industry, or even just about
not being attacked on Twitter, you have to consider diversity right from
the start, and you have to consider it in the context of almost every other
decision: Does the venue have step-free access? Can the caterers provide
a range of non-alcoholic drinks rather than just the standard beers? Do
the dates clash with some major religious festival? Or football event? (for
example).
Considering people with different needs, cultures, interests is
something that you need to take seriously at every step. Diversity is not
something you can just tack on at the last minute. This Is Hard. It helps if
your organisers/program committee members are diverse, as others will
think of things you have not.
Your Website and Marketing Material Should Represent the
People You Want to Attract. Make sure that on your website and in your
emails/tweets, photos of attendees and speakers represent the range of
people you want to come. Don’t just put up a handful of photos from last
year’s conference without looking very closely at who is, and who is not,
shown in these photos. From a gender diversity point of view, my rule of
thumb is that every photo should have at least one female-looking person
visible in it, ideally closer to 50%.
Other measures of diversity that may be visible in photos include race
and age, but it can also be things like dress code - the first DevoxxUK
attracted people with pink mohawks, goths, men/women in suits, as well
as the usual tshirt-and-jeans brigade. It was wonderful! It’s not just about
photos, it’s also logos/imagery and language. If you have characters, make
sure they’re not all men/masculine. If you have a theme, make sure it’s
open to all. I really loved DevoxxUK’s League of Extraordinary Developers,
it showed a range of diverse characters, not just gender and race but
implied we’re not all the same and we have different strengths and skills.
Check the language you use. A number of studies ave shown that
language in job adverts can subtly imply male Vs female roles. Even easier
than that, make sure you don’t assume attendees will be a “he” and don’t
use words like “guys” - you may have seen this used in a gender neutral way
but many people feel it is not gender neutral and implies “men”.

Invite Women Speakers Early, and Personally. Women speakers
are very much in demand. There are more conferences than women
speakers, and we get booked up well in advance. If you want to ensure you
have a decent proportion of women speakers, you need to reach out to us
personally, early, and ideally offer us a guaranteed speaking slot. One of
the conferences suffering from a lack of women speakers at the moment
invited me with a standard email addressed to “Dear madam”. I’m usually
strict about replying to requests but I didn’t take the time to reply to this
one as they didn’t take the time to customise their request to me.
Find Women. Easy, right? Not so much. But please, don’t just email the
first woman speaker who comes to your mind and say “please come and
speak, and also if you could find us all the other women speakers we need
that would be great too”. By all means ask for recommendations, from all
speakers actually, it’s freaking exhausting being a woman speaker because
we do a lot of work in this area, connecting people up and pointing them
in the right direction. But this is a numbers game - there aren’t many
women speakers and those that do this regularly are very in demand,.
You’re going to need to invite a lot of women to stand a chance of having
a diverse line-up.
Provide Travel and Accommodation. Particularly if you’re trying
to attract/grow new speakers. You may not have budget to apply this to
everyone, but if you really want to have diverse speakers you may need to
set aside some budget to pay for them. In my first year of presenting I was
doing it more or less on my own (vacation) time because I had a real job
as a real developer,
and I could only
speak at conferences
who would cover my
costs. This is even
more tricky for self
employed people as
they’re also losing money by attending your conference. Be aware that not
everyone a) is a professional advocate (and even when we are it’s easier to
say yes to a conference if our employer doesn’t have to pay) b) is employed
by a forward-thinking employer who is happy to let employees go to
conferences or c) has paid vacation time they are willing/able to use. Be
aware that for some people this cost might be more than just the cheapest
flight and cheapest hotel for one person; one conference paid for me, my
partner and my (at the time) one-year-old to travel halfway around the
world so I could speak at the conference. I couldn’t take that time away
from my family so they brought the whole family, I would not have been
able to speak there otherwise. If you want to improve your diversity you’re
going to need to consider these sorts of cases.
Be Open to Flexible Scheduling. I know, I really do, that your
conference is really hard to schedule. Not just the actual dates, but who
presents in which room at what time. This is super difficult, and most
speakers understand this and will accept the vague “your talk will be one
of these three days” notice. Many speakers who are just starting will
probably love to be there for the whole conference, I certainly did! But this
is really hard for people who can’t get the time off work or away from their
family. When I started doing this, my work was peeved if I took three days
off to travel to a conference. Now, I’m peeved if I take three days away from
my family.

“y ou have to consider
diversity right from
the start”

What would make my life easier is one of: Tell me my time slot as soon
as possible. Oh, and do tell me. Most conferences don’t bother, I have to
check the schedule when it’s posted on the website which is often only a
couple of weeks before the conference. Or allow me to suggest the best
dates/times for me. I know it’s not possible to accommodate everyone, but
for those of us with difficult schedules and/or who want to limit time away
from home/work, I would really like to be able to say “I can only do this
conference if I can talk Monday afternoon” and not sound like a diva.
Swag isn’t Just for Boys. When I first started going to conferences
I got really annoyed that all the free t-shirts were “unisex”, i.e. male. I
don’t really care about this any more because I’d like to wear clothes that
I’ve actually chosen and paid for that actually fit me. But it does annoy a
lot of women speakers and attendees, and it’s always noticeable when a
conference goes out of its way to have women’s shapes and sizes. But don’t
make them a different colour/logo, this just says “hey women, you’re like
a totally different species and we’re going to make you stand out”. Doesn’t
matter that in 100% of the cases where I’ve had a different colour the men
have been totally jealous of my much more attractive women’s cut top,
what matters is you don’t want to make the minorities stand out even more
than they already do.
It’s not just t-shirts either. For each bit of swag, think ‘would I give
this to my sister / gay friend / Muslim co-worker?’ Not everyone at the
conference is a beer-drinking, youngish, straight, white, single male. And
even those who are can be offended by swag that stereotypes what they
should be interested in.
In Summary. There are probably loads and loads of things I haven’t
mentioned. And it’s possible that conference organisers could do all
of these things and still not reach the numbers they want. But I can
practically guarantee that if, as an organiser, you don’t do any of these, you
aren’t going to get many women speakers at all. Please, read all of these
items again, and for your next conference create a tick-list of all the things
you’re going to do, and all the things you need to check at each stage (like
the imagery and language of your marketing material).

“y ou’re
going to
need to
invite
a lot of
women
to stand
a chance
of having
a diverse
line-up”

Trisha Gee is a coder/blogger/speaker, working for JetBrains. https://trishagee.
github.io/ @trisha_gee. Article adapted from Trisha’s blog article of the same title.
Full version available at https://trishagee.github.io/post/more_women_speakers/

dat://09daa1f7c51f085430e63199c938125169360e3d9c70a7895f3b92ee1271c733/conferencesMoreWomen.html
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Driving smart home innovation
with the gender dimension
The global smart home market is expected to reach an estimated $107.4 billion by 2023 according to Lucintel,
a market research company.9 Deloitte reports a 20-30% increase in user interests since 2015 in its recent
smart home consumer survey in Germany.4 Nevertheless, the smart home concept is yet to be realised on a
mass-scale basis.5 Though an abundant knowledge resource and ever-increasing academic and industry
research interest in smart homes exist, these studies often ignore the concept of the household as a complexity
of relationships and rather advance the concept of smart homes as a sterile place, neutral and bland.13

The current focus tends to place the household on a backbench, with
design and development concentrating on a new kind of smart household
ignoring the current intricacies especially the individual member roles
of the household. The design and development of smart homes should
however trigger and answer questions of how smart home technologies
can merge and flow seamlessly or be domesticated into the household
setting. It is necessary that dimensions of research, such as the gender
dimension, into the ever-changing notions of family and households to
boost mass-scale user adoption, is investigated.
According to the European Commission, the term gender dimension
refers to the integration of sex and gender analysis into research and
innovation.14 This extends beyond the collection of statistical data on
gender, for example, the number of males or females in a study sample
population. It is also not an add-on at the end of the project but drives
the research. Gender dimension in research allows researchers to query
gender norms and stereotypes, reconsider standards and reference
models leading to an in-depth understanding of both genders’ needs,
behaviours and attitudes. It enhances the societal relevance of the
knowledge, technologies and innovations produced and contributes to
the production of goods and services better suited to potential markets.14
Gender dimension acknowledges that potential gender differences
exist and seeks to accommodate these differences in innovation. In the
field of computing, in game development, most games end up being
marketed and sold to males ignoring females as a potential market.15
Adding on the gender dimension means researching into male and
female game interests and designing and developing with such interests
in mind. Another example of the need for gender dimension in research
are Pregnancy Crash Test Dummies which allow for the testing of car seat
belts with ‘pregnant-looking’ crash test dummies to prevent foetal deaths
which is most rampant with conventional seat belts.16
In understanding why gender dimension must drive smart home
innovation, it is important to note that the home remains one of the
most gendered spheres of society in most cultures17 with most of what
people do within a household being culturally determined by gender.11
And in western countries, there is a significant gender division within the
modern family home11 with women still taking on the higher percentage
and spending much more time on household chores as compared to
males.10 For example, Tjørring et al. in their study on saving electricity
in the home believe the correct strategy is to address the woman in the
household as she is normally solely or partially responsible for using the
relevant energy-consuming appliances17 Smart home innovation must
concentrate on what is happening now in the home, who does what in the
home and how these users’ interests can be addressed.
The consideration of the gender dimension in smart home research will
allow a new outlook on the different preferences and needs of gender in
a home. The home has different connotations to men and women and thus
a consideration of potential (e.g. behavioural) sex-gender differences in
innovation avoids the delivery of stereotype-driven products. It is thus in
order that the gender advisory group for the EU Research and Innovation
Programme Horizon 2020 advices that adding on the gender dimension in
Smart Home innovation might be the answer to un-tapping the potentials
of energy efficiency from smart homes.8
There are several study results on the varying barriers to smart home

adoption.2,3,5 These studies seek to answer the questions of who smart
homes are being currently developed for, what factors will exclude others
from adopting smart homes and what can be done by designers and
developers to satisfy most users. I have categorised the most frequently
user-identified barriers to smart home adoption into these two: privacy
& security and cost & knowledge. In the next paragraphs, I will discuss
these barriers and touch on why gender dimension is needed (with specific
gender examples) in addressing these barriers.
Privacy & Security: Domestic violence is the most common form of
violence that happens globally against women. One out of three women in
the world has been beaten, coerced into sex, or otherwise abused in her
lifetime and the abuser is usually a family member or someone otherwise
known to her.18 Violence against women occurs predominantly behind
closed doors at home with most cases having never been reported to
police.6 How can the design and development of smart home innovations
empower women at home to protect themselves from violence? Even now,
there are already recurring reports of smart home devices being used to
facilitate domestic violence with smart home devices becoming the new
digital tools
of abuse.12
Smart home devices
are being used by
abusers to stalk victims,
give them a sense of
insecurity in their
homes, make them
feel they are crazy
or monitor victims’
activities at home. The
concerns of privacy and
security in the home can range from harmless deeds to life threatening
issues. Smart homes should provide occupants with an assured sense of
security. That sense of the home as a haven and comfort zone should as well
be found in a smart home.
As privacy and security concerns differ for each member of
a household, it is necessary that levels of privacy are defined and
guaranteed. Enabling gender and sex analysis to lead smart home
innovation will bring these issues to fore. Participatory design sessions with
members of households will allow designers and developers to identify
these concerns, factoring them into design. As much it is important for
industry to gain a mass scale of market adopters, it is equally if not highly
important that individual privacy concerns and security levels should be
inputs in design to avoid life-threatening problems.
Cost and Know-How: The use of technological innovations to facilitate
societal division and exclusion has often been criticised by several
researchers. Balta-Ozkan et. al highlight the current exclusivity of smart
homes for tenants and those on low incomes as well as users with low
technological know-how.2 With smart homes marketing imagery often
showing young to middle-aged white couples often with a single young
child 5 and often middle class, it fails to reflect the varying notion of a
family. Or perhaps is this marketing imagery is the means in defining who
is included or excluded from owning a smart home. How are the varying
economic situations of users taken into consideration in smart home

“t here are already
recurring reports
of smart home
devices being
used to facilitate
domestic violence”

innovation? Will smart home innovation only facilitate social exclusion for
certain groups?
Industry often tends to concentrate on wealthy and well-educated
male users who can afford such homes and often stereotyped to be
‘tech-savvy’. However there exist other users who can be socially isolated
due the inability to afford smart home devices or by assuming they are
meant for the ‘tech-savvy’. In the EU, the largest age group are the baby
boomers (40-50 year-olds) who will within the next 20 years go into
retirement.7 Women remain the least earning members of the workforce
and have highest number
of unemployment rates. In
addition, women tend to live on
the average four years longer
than men. A consideration
of these factors brings to fore
a new potential market that
will need the most affordable
forms of smart home devices
enabling these women to live
independently as required.
An additional example
would be that of the growing number of single-parent households who
often are more vulnerable to poverty and marginalisation.7 This is another
new potential market that would need smart home innovation to support
their parental roles yet be extremely affordable. The subject of how much
‘tech-savvy’ one must be to use technology can as well deter users from
technology use, especially for age groups that have not required such
technology till now. Nevertheless, in performing participatory design
sessions with these users, user-inspired simple-to-use interfaces and
devices can be designed that require little or no special training to use.
As these are user-driven, the possibility of acceptance is very high.
Smart home innovations can benefit from the resources of sex and
gender analysis which would address the varying concepts of homes,
member roles and the makeup of a household. The identification of
possible gender differences in society and in the concept of a home does
not only create new potential markets but it also allows the satisfying
of specific user needs. In this article, I have discussed the need, with
examples, to consider the gender dimension in driving smart home
innovation. The concept of privacy is as unique as every user with privacy
concerns in a home, differing with each member of the household. It is
necessary that all users of the household are considered in the design of
smart homes with design and development stripped of stereotyping.
The consideration of factors such as economic income based on
gender can as well be beneficial in avoiding marginalisation or social
exclusion. This would allow smart homes to be available to all regardless
of their economic situation. In conclusion, it is relevant that the home is
not separated as a bland entity in need of technology add-ons but using
the gender dimension, the intricacies of the home and its’ members are
researched and used as the foundation for design and development of
smart home Innovations.

“s mart home
innovations can
benefit from
the resources of
sex and gender
analysis”
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Interview: Lucy Southall,
senior digital platforms officer
FVT: You previously worked in events and hospitality
management. What made you decide to study computer science
and commence a career in technology?
LS: I have reinvented myself through changing the course of my life;
from riding instructor, bituminous materials technician, to Major Events
and Hospitality Management. When I had my children I decided I wanted
to be there for them and that the events industry involved too much
weekend and evening work.
Having always been interested in computing systems and also art I saw
that the emerging Web Design industry might offer me the opportunity
to work from home and facilitate me being there for my family. Things
worked out a little differently than planned, as initially I was only going to
do a 10 week course. This lead to the tutors encouraging me continue on
to take a Foundation Degree which then lead to me completing a Degree at
Kingston University.
The plan was still to set up my own business but then a role became
available at the local college to manage their websites which I applied for
and was successful. I do have a few small clients but have now decided
working on the bigger systems in a team is more rewarding so I am
now working for the charity Mind and offering support on their Digital
Platforms.
FVT: Were you into computing when you where a child/teenager,
or is it something you became interested in later in life?
LS: I was always interested in computing and took Computer
Studies at ‘O’Level. Careers and opportunities were very different then
and relatively limited. My interest in computers and systems was reignited
when I started working in the hospitality industry with the use of databases
and the expansion of the Internet.

FVT: Can you describe what it was like on your computer science
degree course? Did you find that is was male-dominated or notice
any gender bias?
LS: The course was very empowering and made me realise that the
opportunities in the industry were a lot broader than I had originally
thought. The degree allowed me to develop a broad range of skills which
have been tremendously useful within my roles. There was a gender bias
and it is a very male dominated course, however, this didn’t lead to any
issues as everyone treated each other as equals.
I have noticed a gender bias within the industry but more women are
taking up roles particularly in the project and account management side.
FVT: What is your typical working day like?
LS: I work within the digital team at Mind as a Senior Digital Platforms
Officer, Mind has a main website which has over one million visitors
a month, and there are also various satellite websites, some built in
partnerships with other organisations other for particular campaigns.
Another aspect of the digital service we offer is working with the local Mind
network through a custom-built intranet/communications interface.
My job involves project managing some of the projects, acting as
consultant and offering advice to other teams who have digital aspects to
their work, dealing with day to day issues on the various websites. This
involves liaising with suppliers, contract negotiation, managing budgets
and ensuring we are getting value for money from our suppliers.

FVT: What advice would you give women and girls thinking of
entering the technology field?
LS: If you enjoy technology then this is a great industry to join as there
are lots of opportunities. I have found it to be a skill-based industry where
if you are good at your job you are respected and I haven’t experienced any
negative feedback/ bias against women from males in the industry.
FVT: The tech world is predominantly made up of white males.
What do you think should/could be done to encourage greater
diversity in the field?
LS: The education sector is still playing catch up with its understanding
of the industry and in teaching the sector.
There is a misconception that you have to be good at coding or into how
computers are built to enter the industry - this is only a small part of the
tech world and there are many other skills which are involved in the design
and development of systems. If the teaching and careers guidance was
more inspirational and rounded then this could encourage more students
to pursue a career in the
sector.
The other area is the
industry self promoting
itself and shouting about
the opportunities which
are available for a great
career. For example
to build a game there
are UX, testers, artists,
storyboard writers, coders etc., involved in the development, and the same
skills from the gaming industry are now being used in developing things
like surgical instruments which is all very exciting and inspirational.
Many roles can give you the opportunity to travel the world and move
to different industry sectors, because technology is used in almost
everything nowadays.
.
FVT: During the late 1980s, the number of women enrolling
in computer science studies declined steeply and has never
recovered, do you have any thoughts, feelings, ideas why women
might have felt that computer science wasn’t for them?

“o pportunities
in the industry
were a lot broader
than I originally
thought”

LS: This is when the industry started to get a reputation for being only
suitable for nerdy boys who locked themselves in their bedroom all day
and just coded!
Sadly, the industry has never really done anything to try and get away
from this image. However, there many other careers and roles within
the computer science field which do not involve coding, which can be
a great entry point for women who want to be involved in technology
development.

Lucy Southall currently works as a Senior Digital Platforms Officer for the charity
Mind, in London. She holds a First Class Honours Degree in Computer Science from
Kingston University .

“t here is a misconception that
you have to be good at coding
or into how computers are
built to enter the industry ”
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The women and
technology loop
When I first encountered the Women and Computing Newsletter (WACN) in the archives at the Feminist Library
in London, I had no idea that it would become the pivotal object in my research. The DIY aesthetic of this
simple publication, as with many artefacts of second wave feminism, belied the strength and significance of its
contents. Produced in the 1980s and early 1990s, the WACN concerned itself with supporting and encouraging
women to take up computing education and careers, called out governments, institutions and companies on
their sexism in relation to the technology industry and facilitated feminist discussion on gender and technology.

I was struck by how the issues raised back then were very much
similar to those of today; lack of female representation, appropriation
and domination of technology by males, sexism in computer games,
advertising and technology design.
Growing up in the 80s, I remember the hype surrounding computing.
After much begging to my parents, I finally got my hands on a second hand
Sinclair ZX Spectrum together with games of space wars, and dungeons
and dragons. The novelty soon wore off and I realised I’d much rather
spend time with friends or riding a pony. If only they had made games
about ponies!! Sigh! It became clear, I wasn’t the target consumer for
computer games.
Fast-forward some years and we encounter a computer games industry
that is male-dominated, packed full of hyper-sexualised female characters
and generally hostile to women as both players and creators. It’s a perfect
example of the what I call the ‘Women and Technology Loop’; Technology
created by mainly white men, for men, which doesn’t interest/alienates/
excludes women, so women are put off careers in tech, which leads back to
further technology developments being made by white men.
We have arrived at a stage where technology mediates almost our every
move and it’s something
we need to understand,
question and critique but
through the various cycles of
technological creation and
advancement over the last
forty years, women have been
mainly absent and without
voice. Yes, we can teach
women to code, and that’s
a start, however with years
of masculinised innovation
behind them, how much of
an impact can women now
make?
In her 1991 book Feminism
Confronts Technology, Judy
Wajcman stated:
“By securing control of
key technologies, men are
denying women the practical experience upon which inventiveness depends
[…] Innovation […] lies largely in seeing ways in which existing devices can be
improved, and in extending the scope of techniques successful in one area into
new areas. Therefore giving women access to formal technical knowledge alone
does not provide the resources necessary for invention. Experience of existing
technology is a precondition for the invention of a new technology.”
Over the course of my research, I have delved into many books and
articles discussing women and technology from a number of angles and
one thing is clear, no matter whether the writing is from the 80s, 90s,
00s or more recent, or whatever the particular topic; technology careers,
education, home computing, gaming, technology media, Internet, coding,
VR, AI, algorithmic bias, the ‘Women and Technology Loop’ is very much
in evidence. Sample the reading from this article’s references list and I’m
sure you will agree.

Despite its rapid advancement and adoption, and the ubiquitousness of
computing today, the current socio-technological situation is no different
to the 1980s. We see a continued masculine image of technology careers,
gender bias and sexism across social media, gaming, AI and personal
digital assistants.
Women still do not have much of a voice in future tech developments,
but I believe that can change. However, I do think that we need to look
backwards as well as forwards. By understanding and learning from the
feminist technology discourse of the past, we are better placed to make
sound arguments and judgements for the future.
The technological utopianism of the 1990s and early 2000s has given
way to a rising
backlash against
the tech giants
and big data. We
are starting to see
many questions
raised regarding
diversity and ethics
in the technology
industry, in both the
products being created and within the companies that are creating them.
Women are writing the forgotten women of technology and computing
back into the history (herstory?) books (Abbate, 2017; Evans, 2018), while
others bring to light the many of years of gender discrimination in the field
(Chang, 2018).
Technological developments need the input of a wider range of voices
and views to ensure fair, ethical and inclusive products and platforms are
created. This doesn’t only mean that development teams should be more
diverse, but also that technology companies should employ or consult with
ethics and equality specialists and gain input from a more heterogeneous
group; ideally reflecting the whole variety of people who might use the
product.
Feminists, I believe, are uniquely placed to offer relevant critique
of and input into the design of technology today. We require a feminist
politics of technology as an agent to examine and critique the gendertechnology discourse and bring about change.
With a fourth wave of feminism now strongly ascendant, now is the
time to revive a feminist technology publication in the spirit of the WACN
and make our voices heard. Welcome to Feminist Voices in Technology!

“t echnological
developments need
the input of a wider
range of voices and
views”

Helen Taranowski is a graphic designer and researcher with an interest in feminism
and technology an is the editor and designer of the FVT publication and website;
FVT-pp.uk. helentaranowski.com @HLTaranowski
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Online violence:
beyond just an act
As of July 2017, the internet penetration rate in Nepal is more than 61% as opposed to 9% in 2011, which
is a massive growth and still growing. We are told, and we believe, that with internet technology in our hands
the world can be a better place.1 Thus all the running around to assure access to internet technology for all.
Globally, nearly 25 percent2 fewer women than men have access to the internet and this is visible more in the
low and middle-income countries. A report by Intel3 based on the research shows women believe that the
internet will empower them and make them feel equal, along with other economic and social opportunities.

The Internet has been instrumental in bringing about social change.
as activists use it to express our opinions and voice our causes in our own
ways, either for body positivity 4 through an Instagram page or to ask for
justice on Twitter. The call out of perpetrators of sexual violence by #MeToo
movement 5 is the best example that almost everyone can understand. The
Internet has redefined the meaning of activism and has made it inclusive
of even those who aren’t able to or cannot come to ‘the street’.
While the Internet brings us opportunities and it feels like a space
equal for all to practice our activism and meet like-minded folks, mostly
for marginalized communities, we have also heard/ seen/ experienced
abuse happen here.
Women and girls are having to bear most of the brunt,6 they face
various forms7 of online violence resulting in many leaving the space
either temporarily or permanently. Many have already been working and
talking 8 against such abuse for many years in different parts of the world,
however, the patriarchy in the virtual spaces seems to have quite a strong
hold as in the ‘real’ world.
In an informal interview with a representative of the cybercrime unit
at Nepal Metropolitan police, Kathmandu in Nepal, we found out that
more than 95% of the online violence cases registered are against women.
While there are some national laws that protect women from violence
and abuse online, and some new regulations including Information
Technology Act and Individual Privacy Bill on their way, the way these
laws and regulations are formulated and written deserves its own report
on criticism, if you look it through the lens of human rights and women’s
right to bodily autonomy.

Anyway, moving beyond the laws and policy framework, because
countries like Nepal have got tons of it without proper implementation,
and focusing on how state authorities and people in Nepal are looking
into this new ghost of online violence against women (and queer people).

Despite decades of trying to explain to people that patriarchy and systemic
inequality are the main reasons for any form of violence, the message still
needs to be pushed through. Especially when it comes to online violence,
there is a wider belief that the growing use of technology is the reason and
Internet is ‘unsafe’ for children, young adults and women.
Thus in the name of protection, this kind of
perception further results in conservative social
norms and laws like the banning of mobile
phones 9 for young women in North India by
local authorities and Internet censorship,10 in
the name of the nation’s security or ‘to protect’
the younger ones from ‘harmful content’.11
While we know when sexual content in the
Internet is seen as ‘harmful content’ it restricts
access to important information related
to one’s sexual health and exploring one’s
sexuality, especially for the communities where
sex and sexuality isn’t or couldn’t be spoken
about openly.
In the last few years, people in Nepal are
blaming the Internet for bringing ‘beekritii’
(malpractices) among the young generation.
For many people in Nepal, Internet is limited
to social media like Facebook and YouTube
and messaging apps like Viber and Imo which
are mostly used for communication between family and friends and for
entertainment. They think the Internet is making young girls and boys
meet online and romanticize the idea of marriage and thus are marrying
early,12 despite the will of parents.
They also have concerns that young girls and boys are learning about
sex ‘way too early’. Some studies have shown parental concern over
Internet being perceived as dangerous and in a city in Nepal, mothers
came to the street 13 to ask local administrators to control misuse of
Facebook.
Thus, when the Internet is seen as reason for violence, the focus will
then shift to controlling the acts instead of digging deeper into the reason
behind them. The very fact that violence doesn’t exist in isolation and is
embedded in our social, political, cultural and family systems and deep
rooted through patriarchal values within these systems, whether it be
violence that executes online or in the offline world.
When the emphasis is placed on the act itself, it dilutes the way the
issue is looked into and thus weakens the support mechanism that is to
be formed. There is also a risk of formulation and implementation of
restrictive laws and policies as we have seen in the case of North India
mentioned above. The logic used here is similar to the illogical statement
some people use to blame short skirts for sexual violence, perpetuating
victim blaming.
When we ourselves ask for ‘protection’ from state mechanisms, we are
asking them to curtail our right to information and right to freedom of
expression. Focusing on police protection, the legal and justice system and
censorship of Internet to counter online violence would be like putting a
Band-aid on an injury that requires a surgery. We therefore need to move
beyond controlling the users of Internet, and make them responsible.

“this
results
in laws
like the
banning
of mobile
phones
for young
women
in North
India”

We need to question if platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and others
are the problem or the users who perpetrate such violence? We need to ask
if only the state should imply laws and regulations to control the violence
online which usually is sanctioned through restrictive policies?
And we, as consumers of the Internet, do we want these platforms
be accountable to counter this violence as well? Shouldn’t we instead be
talking about right to privacy of oneself and others, and how consent is the
key in any relationship instead of waiting for a crime to happen to punish
the perpetrators?

Shubha Kayastha is a feminist and sexual rights activist. She is co-founder of Body
& Data that works in the intersection of gender, sexuality and technology in Nepal.
She also works as a freelance researcher and trainer in Nepal and in the Asia-Pacific
region mostly around women’s health and rights.
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Why role models
are important
Creativity has always been big part of my life, maybe that is why I have always loved science. I work at the
intersection of science, technology and scholarly publishing. On a daily basis, I engage with some of the
world’s leading thinkers, researchers, technologists and shape, as well as communicate about, products
that support the scientific research cycle.
I’m also a mother and an aunt. I’ve seen first-hand the young age at
which gender stereotypes start to take hold. I’m a big fan of games and
learning through play. Five years ago, I started making science games to
entertain my daughter but also to help her learn. I wanted to put a new
twist on the older games we played at home.
In doing so, I tried to ensure that the games we played inspired and
fuelled not only in-built creativity, a passion for exploration and support

for the natural inclination to invent and imagine but also to showcase reallife role models of diverse and inclusive backgrounds.
The Remarkablz aims to challenge gender stereotypes through the
integration STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) themes
into exciting games. We want to empower girls to build their confidence,
dreams and ultimately, their futures. www.theremarkablz.com
Katy Alexander

“ there are many
incredible women
in stem who can
be role models”
dat://09daa1f7c51f085430e63199c938125169360e3d9c70a7895f3b92ee1271c733/whyRoleModelsImportant.html
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ANATOMY OF AN AI ASSISTANT
By Elvia Vasconcelos

dat://09daa1f7c51f085430e63199c938125169360e3d9c70a7895f3b92ee1271c733/anatomyAiAssistant.html
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THE IRL DIGITAL LOOP OF SHITTYNESS
By Elvia Vasconcelos

dat://09daa1f7c51f085430e63199c938125169360e3d9c70a7895f3b92ee1271c733/IRLDigitalLoop.html
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